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Introduction
This Special Issue is devoted to Efﬁcient Algorithms, i.e., efﬁcient methods computing optimal or approximate
solutions for combinatorial optimization problems. We selected some excellent papers presented in the 2001 workshop
on EfﬁcientAlgorithms (WEA) held in Riga, Latvia, and invited their authors to submit the full version of their work to
this Special Issue of DiscreteApplied Mathematics. The papers have been carefully reviewed according to the standards
of Discrete Applied Mathematics and seven among them were accepted and appear in this Special Issue.
We classify the papers into the following three categories:
Scheduling and knapsack
• Optimal on-line ﬂow time with resource augmentation by L. Epstein and R. van Stee.
• Designing PTASs for MIN-SUM scheduling problems by F. Afrati and I. Milis.
• Hybrid rounding techniques for knapsack problems by M. Mastrolilli and M. Hutter.
Graph theory
• Non-independent randomized rounding and coloring by B. Doerr.
• Coloring mixed hypertrees by D. Král, J. Kratochvil, A. Proskurowski, and H.-J. Voss.
• Path problems in generalized stars, complete graphs, and brick wall graphs by T. Erlebach and D. Vukadinovic´.
Matroids
• The complexity ofmaximummatroid–greedoid intersection andweighted greedoidmaximization byT.Mielikäinen
and E. Ukkonen.
We wish to thank all the authors for their contributions. In addition, we greatly appreciated the timely work of all
the reviewers. Finally, we thank Ute Iaquinto for her assistance as well as the program committee of WEA 2001 (from
where we selected the papers), and Peter Hammer (Editor-in-Chief, Discrete Applied Mathematics) for encouraging
the publication of this Special Issue.
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